Introduction
Let there be given an n-dimensional Riemannlan spaoe M 2 i 1 with the nonsingular metrio form ds • ®ij dx dx • By R ijkl* B^ and H we shall understand the oovariant curvature tensor, the Biooi tensor and the soalar curvature of the considered space, respectively.
By C^j]^ we shall denote the tensor of the conformal curvature of the space M* Thus we have bj definition ( We are now going to prove some fundamental lemmas about the properties of conformal Killing tensors of type 2/2 which will be useful in the proof of the main theorem of the present paper. Lemma 1. For any conformal Killing tensor of type 2/2 of class C 2 the following identity holds Taking the covariant derivative in equality (8) and transvecdc ting the tensor g onto both sides we obtain
On the other hand, from the Ricci identity we get the following equality
?inally (9) and (10) imply (7). (14) and (15) (28) and (29) hold.
Example . Let E n+1 be an Euclidean space with the orthogonal coordinate system A. = 1,2,... f n+1, and L> a the unit sphere with the local coordinate system {* a }» a = 1,...,n. By C^" = we denote the intermediate tensor a 3x of these two spaces.
The curvature tensor of the embedded space S n is expressed by the formula < 1 ' > H \a -C a;b = Va ~ C c ^°ba + where: i is the connection object of the surrounding s.ace and T c ba the connection object of the embedded space.
Since S n is an umbilical surface we may write < 2 '> H \a = *ab^ t where N is the unit normal vector to the sphere. Let (J utf be a skew-symmetric, covariantly constant field n+ 1. i formula in then the tensor on S n is expressed by the (3') co . = C^CvU . ' ab a b pv
We denot9 by V C( j a covariantly constant field on S n . Let us now consider the tensor <•'» "cdab -V cd"W It is easy to see that this tensor satisfies condition (2). Taking its eovariant derivative we get
